
REGINA MOESSMER

RAGLAN basics
&

raglan CARDIGAN 
BASICS

Raglan top down surprisingly easy.
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We have created two ebooks, each of them includ-
ing one design for different yarn typs and sizes.

A classic raglan design for sweaters and cardigans, 
knit seamlessly form the top down.

Surprisingly easy to use as a foundation for own 
ideas. Designed with cable patterns, lace patterns, 
stripes, or even pockets, you can create your very 

own favorite sweater.

At the same time, the designs offer platforms for 
playing with different materials. Any yarn from wool, 

silk, cotton 
or even linen, will paint a unique character.

The design is suitable for cozy winter wool, as well 
as summer yarns.

We have listed our yarn ideas upon the information
on the stitch samples.

You can find the right quality for every variant there.

For top down beginners, there are detailed tech-
nical descriptions, so don’t be afraid of short row 

shaping.

We are very excited to see all the different results.

***

REGINA MOESSMER & LILLI JOKISCH

RAGLAN basics:
https://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/raglan-basics

& 

RAGLAN cardigan basics:

https://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/raglan-cardigan-basics

or via:

www.reginamoessmerdesign.com
reginamoessmerdesign.de
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MANOS DEL URUGUAY
SERENA
60% Alpaca, 40% Cotton
193m pr. 50g
Ndl. 2,5 - 3,5 mm
22 = 10 cm
COL 7311 Zebra

RAGLAN basics
MANOS DEL URUGUAY Serena 

Regina Moessmer

RAGLAN basics
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RAGLAN basics
BC GARN Allino

BC GARN
ALLINO
50% Linen, 50% Cotton
125 pr. 50g
Ndl. 3 - 3,5 mm
22 = 10 cm
COL 03 Camel

Regina Moessmer
RAGLAN basics
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RAGLAN basics
KREMKE SOUL WOOL LLAMA

KREMKE SOUL WOOL
Llama soft
100% Lama
100 pr. 100 g
Ndl. 6 - 7 mm
14 = 10 cm
COL 03 Clementine Melange

Regina Moessmer

RAGLAN basics
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RAGLAN basics
KREMKE SOUL WOOL Breeze

KREMKE SOUL WOOL
Breeze
61% Silk, 39% Pure Wool
100 pr. 50g
Ndl. 5 - 5,5 mm
16 = 10 cm
COL11 Brown

Regina Moessmer
RAGLAN basics
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BC GARN
Semilla
100 % Pure Wool
160 pr. 50g
Ndl. 3 - 3,5 mm
22 = 10 cm
COL 01 White

RAGLAN cardigan basics
BC GARN Semilla

Regina Moessmer
RAGLAN cardigan basics
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RAGLAN cardigan basics
MANOS DEL URUGUAY alpaca heather semi 

MANOS DEL URUGUAY
ALPACA HEATHER SEMI SOLIDS
70% Wool, 30% Alpaca
150 pr. 50g
Ndl. 3 - 3,5 mm
26 = 10 cm
COL 2446 Petrol

Regina Moessmer
RAGLAN cardigan basics
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RAGLAN cardigan basics
MANOS DEL URUGUAY Serena

MANOS DEL URUGUAY
SERENA
60% Alpaca, 40% Cotton
193m pr. 50g
Ndl. 2,5 - 3,5 mm
22 = 10 cm
COL 9995 Jewel

Regina Moessmer
RAGLAN cardigan basics
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RAGLAN cardigan basics
MANOS DEL URUGUAY 

MANOS DEL URUGUAY 
MAXIMA handdyed
100% new wool (Merino)
200 pr. 100 g
Ndl. 5 - 6 mm
16 = 10 cm

Regina Moessmer
RAGLAN cardigan basics
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RAGLAN cardigan basics
BC GARN Hamelton 2

BC GARN
Hamelton 2
100 % Pure Wool
60 pr. 50g
Ndl. 6 - 7 mm
14 = 10 cm
COL 113 Camel meliert

Regina Moessmer
RAGLAN cardigan basics
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RAGLAN cardigan basics
ERIKA KNIGHT Maxi Wool

ERIKA KNIGHT
Maxi Wool
100% new wool 
80 pr. 50g
Ndl. 10 - 12 mm
9 = 10 cm
COL 220 Fury

Regina Moessmer
RAGLAN cardigan basics
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REGINA MOESSMER

As an independent knitwear designer, 
I strive to create a collection of stylish, 
modern and comfortable knitwear for 
today’s women of all ages. Timeless 
knitwear designed in my favorite 
top-down construction, allows me to 
create as I go, while perfecting the fit 
at the same time.
My pieces look elegantly minimalistic, 
yet reveal clever details while they are 
knitted and worn. My personal style is 
influenced by my back- ground as an 
interior designer, my love of modern 
art, the bustling city of Munich, with 
its exciting fashion vibe, and the 
south of Bavaria, with its inspiring 
landscape and soothing tranquility.

PUBLISHED BY Regina Moessmer Design GbR

 An der Ach 12
 82449 Uffing
 Germany
 www.reginamoessmerdesign.de
 &

 Kremke Handelsgesellschaft mbH

 Am Kanal 4
 19372 Garwitz
 Germany

DESIGN All designs by Regina Moessmer.

LAYOUT Regina Moessmer 

MODEL Melina Moessmer

PHOTOGRAPHY Lilli Jokisch

MAKE UP Lilli Jokisch

YARNS

 BC Garn 
 www.bcgarn.com

 Kremke Soul Wool
 www.bcgarn.com

 erika knight 
 www.erikaknight.co.uk

 Manos del Uruguay 
 www.manosyarns.de

All rights reserved. Designs and images are protected by copyright and may not be reproduced 
without the permission of the editor. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a 
retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, 
recording, or otherwise, without prior written permission from author and publisher. 
The purchase of the ebooks allows use for personal, non-commercial purposes. If used for teaching 

All patterns and e-books are available for purchase on Ravelry: 
https://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/raglan-basics 

&
https://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/raglan-cardigan-basics
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ALLINO
“Allino” - the name sounds light, airy and reminds us of a day at sea.  We 
have created a classic combination of linen and cotton, which is available 
in many exhilarating colors. The mixture of these two natural fibers - one 
muted, the other with a slightly glossy surface - gives this versatile yarn 
a lively appearance. At the same time, the fiber combination gives an 
interesting mottling, that is so subtle that patterns are not “swallowed”. 
Allino is a prolific yarn that can be used for a variety of projects for spring 
and summer - ideal for sweaters or tops, big and small, old and young. 

HAMELTON 2
Hamelton 1 is a beautiful, soft, classic wool yarn in a luxurious quali-
ty. Hamelton 1 comes in great clear colors. With the addition of a few 
douche colors. Hamilton 2 is a beautiful, classic wool yarn in a luxury 
quality with a rustic look! Ensures great results and is perfect for sweat-
ers, caps, hats, scarves and much more...

SEMILLA GOTS
Semilla is 100% organic wool, produced and dyed in an environmental-
ly sustainable way. SEMILLA is an organic luxury yarn at an affordable 
price - perfect for children’s and adults’ knitwear and accessories. The 
yarn comes in 41 beautiful and partly melange colours. (Also available in 
other qualities: Semilla Grosso, Semilla Fino, Semilla Extra Fino, Semilla 
Flamé, Semilla Cablé)

BREEZE
Breeze is exactly what it is called: a light breeze in summer. The 19 mi-
cron superfine merino wool is embedded by shimmering mulberry silk. 
This material combination melts into a super soft all year round yarn for 
beginners and advanced knitters. The special spinning method, that 
looks like a knitted chain, ensures high elasticity despite the silk portion 
in the yarn. The long yardage with the thick needle size creates airy light 
fabrics and reduces the consumption of yarn. 

LLAMA SOFT®

Soft, softer, Baby Llama! This losely spun super extra wonderful soft 
snuggle yarn has been improved now. With a special combing technique 
of our supplier, this new version of Lama yarn is less prone to pilling be-
cause the short fibres, that cause this unpleasant effect, are filtered. Our 
Llama Soft® is called “Cashmere of the Andes” because it has only 20 
Micron (this is the unit in which you measure the fineness of animal hair) 
and when you touch it, you will know why. 

MAXI WOOL
This rustic, thick yarn with British Wool Label is voluminous, soft and 
a great material for a stylish fashionable knit. During the manufacturing 
process, the Maxi Wool is steamed twice - so that every single fibre 
is optimally prepared for the dyeing process which allows the color to 
penetrate deeply. This is how these bright, passionately developed and 
rich colours are achieved - probably the most colorful palette among the 
Erika Knight yarns. This yarn from Erika Knight also guarantees the origin 
of the sheep from the British Isles, and the dyeing and spinning works are 
regularly checked by Erika herself.

MAXIMA
Maxima from Manos del Uruguay is a maximum soft candlewick yarn in 
beautifully soft shades. A typical hand dyed yarn from Manos del Uru-
guay, the Fair Trade brand with transparent ways of procurement  and 
great social commitment for its employees and families. The finest meri-
no wool (19 micron) makes Maxima an all-round yarn with a wow effect 
suitable for almost all knitting projects. 

SERENA
In Serena of Manos del Uruguay, Baby Alpaca and Pima cotton are 
blended into a soft but not fluffy yarn with perfect climate characteristics 
for indoors and outdoors. Gentle pastel colors, harmonious gradients 
and a mat shimmer are additional characteristics that make Serena a 
yarn for a wide variety of projects. Hand dyed yarns with various lot num-
bers can be very different. Please order sufficient yarn for your project or 
alternately knit with two skeins if you want to avoid big color differences.

ALPACA HEATHER SEMI SOLIDS
With Alpaca Heather, Manos created an endless number of wonderful 
combinations of muted colors, from natural Alpaca colors to space dyed 
colors. Heather is light, soft and a typical all-purpose yarn for accessories 
as well as cardigans, pullovers and blankets.




